The Thriving Adolescent

Current situation and presenting issue

Social and historical environment

Why is the person seeking or needing help?

Who is important to the person? Why?

What are the important aspects of the person’s
environment (other than social context), such as
sleep patterns, medical conditions, a dangerous
environment, and nutrition?

Who can the person turn to for help?
Who is the person in conflict with?
Who is the person disappointed in?
What critical experiences have happened
in the past?

Able to try new behavior
to discover what works
and builds value.

Able to generate beliefs,
predictions, evaluations,
reasons, justifications,
self-concepts, and so on.

Able to spot and
develop strengths.

Exploration is driven
toward building values
rather than by impulses
that undermine values.

Uses workable beliefs
to guide action.

Has clear values.
Uses values to guide
action—connecting,
giving, being active,
challenging myself,
enjoying the moment,
and self-care.

Tries new behavior when
old behavior doesn’t work.

Able to listen to the
advisor and unhook from
unhelpful beliefs, such as
beliefs about emotion
control and justifications
for unworkable behavior.

Notices self, others, and events
unfolding in the present moment.
Able to notice and make space for
difficult inner experiences to come and
go without immediately reacting to them.

Self-view

Social view

Recognizes that self is more than self-concepts.

Recognizes the value of social connection.

Can see the self as holding self-concepts.

Is able to have empathy and compassion for others.

Sees that growth and improvement are possible.

Can cooperate, build friendships, and love.

Doesn’t view self-concepts as physical descriptions
of the self.

Sees that history with others influences present
interactions, and believes he or she can change.

Can view himself or herself with compassion.

Sees personal agency: “I can choose” instead of
“They made me like this.”

Figure 2. DNA-V case conceptualization model.
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